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Introduction
Potted plants exist close to us in our everyday lives. Studies on plants and
their related designs have mainly been conducted in the fields of agriculture
or architecture, however, little attention has been given to attitudes toward
potted plants in the fields of the humanities. In the context of such a
surprising reality, this paper intends to address the questions related to the
roles potted plants play in society as well as the characteristics and functions
ascribed to them, consciously or unconsciously, in daily life. 
In this paper, the use of potted plants will be analyzed in the following
media: the 1994 French-American film Leon, the 2004 Japanese film Nobody
Knows (Dare mo shiranai), the 1761 etching Tail-piece by William Hogarth
(1697–1764), and the Dutch-style painting (Akita ranga) Shinobazuike-zu
created by Odano Naotake (1750–1780) in the 1770s. This study aims to
explore the methods of conveying implicational meanings through potted
plants in each piece of art.   
The potted plant in the film Leon
Leon is an action thriller film written and directed by Luc Besson. The
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main character, Leon, is an Italian immigrant working in New York City as
an assassin. He is both cold-blooded and sensitive, and the potted plant,
which he takes great care of in his apartment, seems to be his best and only
friend. One day, a young girl called Mathilda, a girl of twelve whose family
was killed during a police raid, goes to Leon for help. When she discovers
what Leon does for a living, she asks him to teach her the same skills so that
she may take her revenge(1).
In this film, six symbolic meanings emerge around the potted plant. First,
it is the only living companion of Leon. The way in which he touches and
rubs the leaves while watering the plant demonstrates his affection for the
potted plant.
Second, it represents Leon himself because, as he says to Mathilda, the
potted plant has no roots, like him. Viewed from a biological perspective,
however, the plant in the film does have roots; therefore, he uses the word
“roots” to imply a “strong relationship” or “somewhere one belongs to,” and
thus refers to his separated, isolated, and alienated existence. In addition,
caring for the plant is a metaphor for personal healing in that, by touching
the leaves, he may not only escape from reality but also satisfy his desire for
how he would like to be treated by others. 
Third, the potted plant represents Leon for Mathilda. She treats the potted
plant as she treats Leon, for instance there is a scene where she looks up at
the potted plant and smiles. Seeing Leon requires her to look up and their
height difference is emphasized several times in the film. Moreover, at the
end of the story, Mathilda says “I think we'll be OK here, Leon” while
planting the plant in the ground. This scene appears after his death and
clearly shows the connotation of the potted plant as Leon. 
Fourth, the plant symbolizes immaturity, that is, the greenness of Leon
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and Mathilda. Furthermore, the limited soil in the flowerpot indicates
pettiness against Mother Earth. This implication also appears in other pieces
of art, which will be discussed in later sections of this paper.
Fifth, the plant represents Leon, and the flowerpot, Mathilda. As a
flowerpot offers an environment for a plant to grow, live, and die, Mathilda
educates Leon and gives him “a taste for life,” but ultimately shortens his life
at the same time by involving him in her revenge for her brother’s murder.
This ambiguity appears in both the flowerpot and Mathilda. 
Finally, the potted plant in the film symbolizes fragility. A plant without
roots will not be able to live forever in a flowerpot; likewise, their happy days
will not last forever. To sum up these multiple implications, one could say
that the potted plant in Leon represents the inferiority which immaturity
connotes and the sense of the frailty of human life.
Potted plants in the film Nobody Knows
Plants being grown in instant noodle Styrofoam containers appear in the
Japanese film Nobody Knows, which was written and directed by KOREEDA
Hirokazu. He states that this story is not based on but inspired by a real-life
event known as the “Affair of the Four Abandoned Children of Nishi-
Sugamo.”(2)
The story is about four siblings, aged from three to twelve, who live
happily with their mother in a small apartment in Tokyo. The children all
have different fathers and have never been to school. The mother hides the
existence of three of them from the landlord, and only the eldest son is
allowed to go out. One day, the mother disappears, leaving behind some
money and a note charging her eldest son with looking after the younger
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ones. In time, the children’s daily lives become miserable. One spring day,
the four children decide to go out of their apartment together for the first
time, breathe the fresh outdoor air, and play at a park. They find weeds with
red flowers on the street and pick seeds to bring home. They plant the seeds
in the Styrofoam containers of instant noodles, as they do not have any
flowerpots, and place them out on their balcony.
Five symbolic meanings emerge around these plants. First, the weeds
represent the children’s status of being “abandoned.” When they find weeds
with red flowers growing on the street, they take a close look and start
picking seeds while having the following conversation: 
The second son: “Someone must have left them here.” 
The youngest daughter: “I feel sorry for them.”
The children are talking about the weeds, but at the same, this
conversation also refers to their own situation—left and abandoned by their
own mother.
Second, the seeds represent the children themselves. As seeds disperse
and find new places to grow, the children become free by breaking their
mother’s rule. Third, the shoots of the weeds represent the children’s vitality
and resilience. Without any kind of lifeline, the children desperately try to
survive. They bathe and wash at a local park and ask for unsold food at a
convenience store near their apartment. At the same time, the plants out on
the balcony grow bigger, and thus represent the toughness of the children.
Finally, Styrofoam containers used as flowerpots represent the fragile
nature of the children’s lives. As instant noodle containers are made of
polystyrene, they are brittle and easily damaged or broken compared with
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conventional pottery or earthenware flowerpots. Likewise, the children living
by themselves, without parental guidance or supervision, are socially weak.
The film underlines this similarity between them in the climax of the film.
When the eldest son realizes that their mother will not return to them, he
strives to keep his realization secret from his younger siblings. However,
when one of the Styrofoam containers falls off the balcony and breaks on the
ground, he is caught off balance and suddenly starts showing his irritation
and anger to his younger siblings; he yells at them and runs out of the
apartment, leaving them alone. During his absence, the youngest child
stands on a chair to look at the plants in the Styrofoam containers, loses her
balance, and falls to her death. There has been a skeleton doll beside the
potted plants since the day they planted the seeds in the Styrofoam
containers of instant noodles, as if foreboding this tragedy. 
Furthermore, flowerpots that offer a separate and contained environment
in which plants grow, live, and die are a metaphor for the situation of the
abandoned children, who are isolated from society and living under harsh
circumstances. The same findings in the analysis of the film Leon are also
valid in this film, in that the potted plant in the film Nobody Knows also
represents the sense of the fragile nature of human life. 
Potted plants in the etching Tail-piece
William Hogarth was an eighteenth-century British painter who was also a
well-known caricaturist. The etching Tail-piece was created for the back
cover of the exhibition catalogue for Spring Garden in 1761. In this piece, a
monkey, dressed like a nobleman holding a magnifying glass, is watering
potted trees that seem to have withered. The flowerpots are labeled obit
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1502, obit 1602, and obit 1604, which indicate that they have already been
dead for 100 or 200 years before the piece was created. Moreover, a ribbon
with the word “EXOTICKS” on the ground implies that the plants may have
been foreign natives. According to Wittkower, Hogarth borrowed items,
such as plants, a watering can, and a piece of ribbon, by utilizing an ancient
art concept called “grammatike,” which is said to state that “the minds of the
young grow by learning grammar, as plants spring by watering”(Wittkower
1991: pp.322-332).   
To reveal the true implicational meaning of the flowerpots in Tail-piece,
comparing them with those on the front cover of the same catalogue, titled
Frontispiece, is helpful. 
In Frontispiece, a woman is seen watering three living trees growing in the
earth. The “woman,” “earth,” and “living trees” in Frontispiece contrast with
the “monkey,” “limited soil in the pot,” and “dead trees” in Tail-piece. The
insignificance and foolishness of the latter is thus made clearly evident.
In the analysis of the potted plant in the film Leon, the limited soil in the
flowerpot is compared with that of Mother Earth. To clarify further the
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similar implication of the inferiority of the potted plants in Tail-piece, I would
like to introduce Detienne’s famous analysis on the garden of Adonis(3) in the
next section.
Potted plants in the garden of Adonis
Adonis, a god in Greek mythology, was a beautiful youth loved by
Aphrodite and Persephone. Aphrodite left Adonis in the care of Persephone,
who raised him and made him her lover. Aphrodite later demanded Adonis
for herself, but Persephone was unwilling to let him go. When Adonis was
gored to death by a boar, both Persephone and Aphrodite claimed him. Zeus
settled the dispute by arranging for Adonis to spend half a year (the summer
months) above ground with Aphrodite and the other half in the underworld
with Persephone. Adonis’ death and resurrection, symbolic of the yearly
cycle of vegetation, were widely celebrated in ancient Greece during the
midsummer festival Adonia (Frazer 2009:pp.155-168). 
“The garden of Adonis” was a folk custom performed by women at Adonia
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festivals, where, around a statue of Adonis, they placed earthen pots filled
with soil in which they had sown wheat and barley as well as lettuce and
fennel. The pots were taken care of on a rooftop during the festival for eight
days. The plants would spring up quickly and soon wither because of the
heat and their shallow roots. At the end of the eighth day, the pots were
thrown into the ocean (Detienne:1983 p.313). 
Below is a Greek vase(4) called “The Garden of Adonis,” which depicts a
woman bringing a pot up to a rooftop.
As pointed out by Detienne, this act of growing plants in a pot indicates
immaturity when compared with more serious, traditional farming in the
field. In other words, a clear contrast is seen between growing plants in
“limited soil in a pot,” “during the festival,” “by women” and farming “in
Mother Earth,” “as a long-term endeavor,” “by men.” This contrast reveals
the inferiority of the act of growing plants in a pot. The same insights may
apply to the potted trees in Tail-piece, which was obviously created as a
counterpoint to Frontispiece.
Potted plants in Shinobazuike-zu
Shinobazuike-zu (Shinobazu pond), by Akita Ranga (Dutch-style painting)
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artist Odano Naotake, was painted with traditional Japanese pigments on
silk(5). 
In this painting, a potted peony is set in the foreground, and thus catches
the eye of the viewer. Scholars have made various attempts to figure out its
meanings and implications. IMAHASHI Riko(2009) for example, stated that
the potted peony represents not only a good omen but also a beautiful
woman and plays a sensual function in this painting, given that Shinobazu
Pond was a popular dating spot during the Edo period. On the other hand,
NAKAMICHI Keiko(1999) argued that the potted plant in this painting
reflects the influence of Chinese culture called “the bunjin (man of letters)
aspect of Chinese culture”, which was often expressed in Japanese paintings
by borrowing Chinese motifs, such as writing materials, flower vases, and
potted plants. HASHIMOTO Osamu(2003) observed that the painting has
two different angles; one is the horizontal orientation of Shinobazu Pond,
and the other is from a much higher position, one looking down upon the
potted plants. He raised queries, such as the motive behind the pot’s
placement and the person responsible for such an arrangement. 
The potted peony draws one’s attention to this extent mainly because the
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“potted” status implies a human act. In fact, a potted plant is a combination of
a living thing and a man-made product. Consequently, viewers may have a
tendency to imagine a story behind the potted plant more easily and
naturally. To illustrate this, a comparison with another piece of artwork by
the same painter is effective and helpful. 
Below is a painting titled Peony from rock, which was created by Odano in
the same period as Shinobazuike-zu.
Although these two paintings are similar in composition, the places in
which the plants are growing are dissimilar. A flowerpot is a man-made
product, whereas a rock is a natural substance; therefore, few viewers would
wonder who brought this rock to the pond or for what purpose. 
The flowerpot in Shinobazuike-zu is somewhat out of place, eliciting the
feeling of something being wrong. As a consequence, a reasonable
hypothesis is that the effect brought by the “potted” status adds a unique
characteristic to Shinobazuike-zu to stimulate the viewer’s imagination. 
Conclusion
Based on the discussion above, the following conclusions are drawn.
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When plants, which convey the image of living nature, are planted into
flowerpots, which are man-made and contain soil separate from Mother
Earth, these potted plants become a new complex object with implicational
meanings. The above analysis clarified that most of these implications stem
from their main features as potted plants. 
The first of these features is inferiority, which is implied in the limited
amount of soil a flowerpot contains in comparison with Mother Earth. The
second is frailty of life, in which the “potted” status represents a separated,
isolated environment for things to grow, live, and die. The third is human
actions; as potted plants require a certain amount of care to live, the word
“potted” connects plants in the pot with an invisible caregiver and stimulates
the imagination toward the particular story behind each potted plant.
Having analyzed the use of potted plants in different forms of media, it is
clear that common implications are connoted, although each piece of art was
created in a different time and place. It is also worth noting that focusing
solely on potted plants could confirm these findings in this paper. 
I will continue investigating potted plants that appear in films and artwork.
Through publishing further research, I would like to add depth to our
understanding of the way people view potted plants in their surroundings
and encourage acknowledgement of potted plants as living companions.
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mother received a three-year prison sentence.
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Abstract
Surprisingly few studies in the field of humanities have focused on potted
plants in films or artwork. The purpose of this paper is to uncover the ways
implicational meanings are conveyed through potted plants in the 1994
French-American film Leon, the 2004 Japanese film Nobody Knows (Dare
mo shiranai）, the 1761 etching Tail-piece by William Hogarth (1697–1764),
and a Dutch-style painting Shinobazuike-zu created by Odano Naotake
(1750–1780) in the 1770s. Although these were created in different times
and places, analyzing them reveals three major common implications. The
first is inferiority, which is implied in the limited amount of soil a flowerpot
contains in comparison with Mother Earth. The second is frailty of life, in
which the “potted” status represents a separated, isolated environment for
things to grow, live, and die. The third is human actions; as potted plants
require a certain amount of care to survive, the “potted” condition associates
plants in the pot with their caregivers and stimulates viewers’ imagination
toward the particular story behind each potted plant.
Keywords: potted plant, flowerpot, symbol, art, film
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